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Abstract. A quasi real-time inversion strategy is presented for groove characterization of a 

conductive non-ferromagnetic tube structure by exploiting eddy current testing (ECT) signal. 

Inversion problem has been formulated by non-iterative Learning-by-Examples (LBE) 

strategy. Within the framework of LBE, an efficient training strategy has been adopted with the 

combination of feature extraction and a customized version of output space filling (OSF) 

adaptive sampling in order to get optimal training set during offline phase.  Partial Least 

Squares (PLS) and Support Vector Regression (SVR) have been exploited for feature 
extraction and prediction technique respectively to have robust and accurate real time inversion 

during online phase.     

1. Introduction 

Nowadays non-invasive inspection through non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT-NDE) is 

becoming very popular area of research for different applications. Among different electromagnetic 

NDT (E-NDT) methods, lower frequency eddy current testing (ECT) is widely used for the assessment 
of the integrity of the structure under test (SUT) by means of defect or crack detection, localization 

and characterization. Within this context, the necessity of quicker and reliable inverse solutions 

becomes the main priority in many industrial applications. In general, inversion strategy can be 
classified into iterative and non-iterative methods. Standard iterative approaches based on 

deterministic or stochastic algorithms [1]-[4]  can be too cumbersome due to the solution of several 

hundred up to thousands forward problems in order to minimize a suitable cost function. This aspect 
can be computationally expensive and time demanding tasks. Alternatively, non-iterative techniques 

have recently shown to be able to address quite successfully inversion issues [5]-[6]. Nevertheless, due 

to the limitations on certain probe assessment, they cannot be applied directly to any kind of NDE 

problems. Among the non-iterative approaches, kernel-based strategies [7]-[8] have been presented in 
the past years while Learning-by-Examples (LBE) strategies have been proposed recently for quasi 

real time inverse solution [9]-[10]. Following the presented work at [9]-[10] LBE strategy can be 

formulated in two phases. At the preliminary offline phase, a fast and accurate model is built by 
generating a training set of input-output (I/O) pairs. During the second phase (online phase), the 

developed model from offline phase is used to predict the output associated to an unknown test 

sample. The performance of different LBE strategies depends on the particular choice of the training 
set generation in terms of samples selection in parameter space and features extraction in ECT signal 

space. Towards this end, this work describes an adaptive-sampling strategy which combines Partial 

Least Squares (PLS) [11] feature extraction and output space filling (OSF) sampling [8]. This strategy 

aims to uniformly explore the extracted feature space to have enough information for training set 
generation. Finally a set of Support Vector Regressors (SVR) [12] are exploited for accurate and quasi 
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real-time inversion for groove characterization within a tube structure. Moreover, the robustness of the 

proposed PLS-OSF/SVR strategy is also evaluated for noisy test case based on numerical benchmark 

problem. 

2. Mathematical formulation of forward and inverse problem  

Let us consider a 2D axisymmetric configuration made by conductive tube having conductivity , 

relative permittivity 1r  and permeability 1r  (Fig. 1). The tube is inspected by two coils which 

are excited by a time-harmonic current. The coils centred at 0x   and 0z   are working in differential 

mode and moving along the tube y  axis. The tube is effected by a single axisymmetric groove that 

occupies a volumetric region   within the SUT (i.e.,    r  r  - Fig. 1). The impedance 

variation measured by the coils at the k-th scanning position with respect to the flawless scenario 

( Kk ,...,1 ) is given by [13] 

    rrrρrrE d
I

kk
inc

k 


 ¦¦
1
2

 (1) 

I is the current flowing inside the coil while  k
inc

rrE ¦  is the incident field generated at position r  in 

the unflawed tube (
k kyr represents the k-th coil position along the tube).  krrρ ¦  represents the 

unknown induced current dipole density, which models the presence of the groove and is related to the 

total field,  k
tot

rrE ¦  that can be expressed by 

      k
tot

k rrErrrρ ¦¦   . (2) 

Let us model the region   of the groove by a finite set of Q=3 descriptors  , ,c c cp y d w . ch  and cw  

are the height and width of the groove placing at 
cy  position along the tube axis with an angular 

extension of o360  (Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1. Tube geometry of the considered ECT problem. 
 

Eq. (1) can be expressed in implicit form by means of the forward operator .  by  pkk ,r , 

for Kk ,...,1 . CIVA [14] simulator is utilized for generating ECT signals associated to the coils 

differential impedance variation. The (unknown) inverse operator .1  allows to estimate the 

(unknown) groove parameters [i.e.,  Qqpp q ,...,1;~~  ] by exploiting the information collected through 

ECT signals. Within the framework of LBE a regression problem is formulated for the estimation of 

.1  by suitably processing a set of N I/O pairs [i.e., a training set,      ; ; 1,...,
n n

ND p n N   ]. Due 

to the complex nature of the ECT signals, the n-th input is represented by the set 
        Kk

n
k

n
k

n
,...,1;,   of KF 2 measured features associated to the n-th output 

    Qqpp n
q

n
,...,1;  . The main goal of the proposed solution is to apply PLS feature extraction on F 

measured features to reduce the dimension of actual ECT feature space and perform adaptive sampling 
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directly in the extracted feature space in order to retrieve the lowest N number of training samples 

during offline phase. This provides an exhaustive representation of the I/O relationship for optimal and 

almost real time inverse solution during online phase. The following steps describe the iterative 

procedure in order to adaptively select samples during the offline phase. 

i.   Initialization- Generate 
0N N  number of initial samples by using a uniform grid sampling within 

the groove parameter space (i.e.,  n
p , Nn ,...,1 ). maxN is the maximum desired/feasible training size 

(i.e.,
0 maxN N ). By using .  generate ECT coil signals and fill the  FN   feature matrix    whose 

n-th row is represented by  n
 .  A matrix of groove parameters, p  having  QN   dimension is 

formed where  n
p  is the n-th row of p . 

ii.  Feature Extraction- Build the  FN   matrix 
T

  by subtracting each f-th column of   

 Ff ,...,1  from its mean value, f  and compute the  QN   matrix T
p  by subtracting each q-th 

column of p   Qq ,...,1  from its mean value
p . Apply the PLS algorithm to linearly decompose 

T
  

and T
p  as follows 

T

T

T S Y

p U Z G

   

  
. (3) 

In Eq. (3)   NnTT
n

,...,1;    is the  JN   matrix of  -scores [     JjTT
n

j
n

,...,1;  ]. It is obtained 

from 
T

  through the  JF   weight matrix W  (i.e.,
T

T W   ). J is the number of extracted features 

( FJ  ). Y  and G  contain the  FN   and  QN   residuals of the linear decomposition while S  and 

Z  are the  FJ   and  QJ   matrices of loadings. The decomposition in Eq. (3) is aimed at 

maximizing the covariance between the corresponding columns of T  [i.e.,  JjT j ,...,1;  ] and of the 

 JN   matrix of p -scores U  [i.e.,  JjU j ,...,1;  ]. This guarantees all the information about the ECT 

signal embedded inside 
T

  (i.e., inside ) is compressed intoT . Then an initial training set 

     ˆ ; ; 1,...,
n n

ND T p n N  is formed. 

iii. Adaptive Sampling- By using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) select V candidate samples 

within the parameter space by     Qqpp
v

qcand

v

cand
,...,1;,  , Vv ,...,1 . An estimation of the J-dimensional 

set of extracted features corresponding to each v-th candidate, 
 v

candT
~

 is retrieved by applying a multi-

dimensional linear interpolator on ND̂ . Select the candidate sample  *vv   through maximizing the 

minimum distance with the 
 n

T  sets in  ND̂  [i.e., 
   







 vn
nv

cand dT
v

minmaxarg
~ *

]. vnd  is the Euclidean 

distance between 
 v

candT
~

 ( Vv ,...,1 ) and 
 n

T  ( Nn ,...,1 ) [i.e.,     



J

j

n
j

v
jcandvn TTd

1

2

,

~
]. The set of 

F  measured features associated to the selected sample 
        Kk

v
kcand

v
kcand

v
cand ,...,1;,

*
,

*
,

*
  is 

computed by utilizing . . Finally, the set of extracted features is obtained by 

    * *
T

v v

cand candT W    (4) 
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where   *
T

v

cand  is obtained by subtracting each f -th element of   *v
cand  ( Ff ,...,1 ) from its mean 

value f .  Finally, updated the training set with     * *

1
ˆ ˆ ;

v v

candN N cand
D D T p    and update 1 NN . This is 

also known as OSF sampling (i.e., candidate parameters are chosen such that features are uniformly 
distributed in the feature space). 

iv. Stop Criterion- Stop adding new training samples for maxNN  . Otherwise, repeat from Step iii. 

An  -SVR is trained for each q-th parameter ( Qq ,...,1 ) of the groove, by exploiting the 

corresponding q-th set of I/O pairs      ,
ˆ ; ; 1,...,

n n

N q qD T p n N   on the generated training set. 

Moreover, a test set test  of F measured features associated to a previously-unseen groove parameter 

configuration 
test

p  is projected through W  into the J-dimensional PLS-extracted features space [i.e., 

T

test testT W   . 
T

test  is obtained by subtracting each f -th element of  test  ( Ff ,...,1 ) from its 

mean value f ]. Finally, testT  is given as input to the q-th SVR in order to estimate the q-th parameter 

of the groove, qtestp ,
~  for Qq ,...,1 . 

3.  Numerical validation 

Let us consider a cylindrical metal tube (Fig. 1) of height by ( ) 1.27out inr r  mm and 1.0  MS/m. 

Two axial current coils are working at 100 kHz in differential mode. The tube is effected by an 

external full groove (   0r  S/m, r ) located at 23.75cy  mm with fixed angular extension o360 . 

A fast metamodel is used to compute ECT signals of the coils over 1 73 73x yK K K      probing 

locations with 0.2 mm spacing on y axis. The groove has variable height and width within the range 

 0.0635,  1.061ch  mm,  1.0,  3.0cw  mm respectively (i.e., 2Q  ). 0 9N   samples are used to initialize 

the sampling loop while J=4 features are extracted from 2 2 73 146F K    actual measured features. 

100V   candidate samples are generated for each iterative step until max 49N N   is obtained. Figure 

2(a) shows the location of the sampling points in the of feature space (for graphical illustration, the 
resultant extracted feature space is shown for J=2). In Fig. 2(b), the sampling points have been 

mapped into groove parameter space for 0N  initial and the successive  0max NN   samples. 

 

 
      (a) 

 

 
           (b) 

Figure 2. Training samples locations mapped on (a) the feature space and (b) the parameter space  
for J=2, N0=9, Nmax=49. 

A set of 1000M  previously-unseen test configurations (ECT signals) associated to randomly 

selected groove parameters has been generated. The robustness of the PLS-OSF/SVR schema is 
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evaluated on the M test samples in presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). AWGN has 

been imposed by [10, 20, 30,40]SNR  dB according the definition mentioned in [10].  To access the 

performance on the prediction, normalized mean error,  ( ) ( ) ( )

, , ,1

1
| | / | |

q

M m m m

p test q test q test qm
NME p p p

M 
   is utilized 

where ( )

,

m

test qp  and 
,

m

test qp are the actual and predicted q th parameter of the m  th test sample ( Mm ,...,1 ) 

respectively. It is evident from Figure 3, NME is slightly decreasing for 
ch  estimation with the 

increment of N and is not effected so much in presence of noise. Even at lower N value and noisy test 

set (e.g., 20SNR dB), 
ch  can be estimated. However, with increasing training samples additively, 

NME is decreasing significantly for
cw  estimation for both noiseless and noisy test cases. That means, 

groove width (
cw ) estimation suffers a lot for lower N and in presence of noisy test set. Consequently, 

more samples need to be added so as to represent enough impedance variation information due to the 

variation of
cw . This also helps the learning algorithm (i.e., SVR) to build optimal model for inverse 

solution. Therefore, the proposed approach uniformly explores the feature space by most significant 

features (i.e., J=4), and fills the parameter space mostly with higher values of 
ch  and uniform spacing 

of 
cw [Fig. 2(b)]. 

 
Figure 3. Prediction accuracy in terms of Normalized Mean Error (NME) vs. training 

size N for noiseless and noisy test set ( 20SNR dB) for J = 4; Q = 2 by PLS-OSF/SVR. 

 
In Figure 4, the robustness of PLS-OSF/SVR approach on noisy test set for estimating groove 

parameters is also depicted in terms of actual vs. predicted plots considering a fixed number of 

training samples (i.e., 49N  ) and 4J  . With increasing noise (i.e., decreasing SNR value) on test 

set, ch  estimation [Fig. 4(a) - Fig. 4(d)] is not effected so much compare to cw  estimation [Fig. 4(e) - 

Fig. 4(h)]. However, even at noisy environment for a training set of 49N  samples, cw  estimation 

shows reasonable accuracy (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) by applying PLS-OSF/SVR technique. 

The performance comparison between PLS-OSF/SVR technique for 4J   and a standard GRID/SVR 

[10] approach is shown in Figure 5 in terms of the actual vs. predicted groove height and width 

considering the number of training samples 49N  . The considered training set for GRID-SVR is 

obtained by a full grid made by 7 7 (i.e., 49N  ) samples having 2 2 73 146F K     measured 

features. PLS-OSF/SVR shows better prediction accuracy than GRID/SVR by showing lower variance 

among the actual and predicted values (Fig. 5). Moreover, GRID/SVR fails to predict ch  and cw with 

constant prediction in case of noisy test set that are not shown here (for sake of brevity). Contrarily, 

the transformation of actual F features into different extracted feature space by PLS makes PLS-
OSF/SVR strategy more robust on noisy test set (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).  
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        10SNR  dB         20SNR  dB        30SNR  dB         40SNR  dB 

    
          (a)           (b)           (c)           (d) 

    

          (e)           (f)           (g)           (h) 

Figure 4. Actual vs. predicted plots for M=1000 test configurations at [10, 20, 30,40]SNR  dB, when 

N=49, 4J   for groove (a) - (d) height, ch  and (e) - (h) width, cw  by PLS-OSF/SVR. 

 

                         Groove height, 
ch           Groove width, 

cw  

                 

 

 
                            (a)               (b) 

                

 

 
                             (c)                (d) 

Figure 5. Actual vs. predicted ,c ch w  for M=1000 test configurations at Noiseless when 

N=49 for (a) - (b) PLS-OSF/SVR  and (c) - (d) standard GRID/SVR. 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this work, we have shown an innovative real time inversion solution within the framework of 
Learning-by-Examples (LBE) for groove characterization in tube structure. PLS feature extraction 
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combined with OSF sampling has shown the ability to build a more suitable training set than standard 

approach (i.e., full grid). The estimation accuracy and robustness of PLS-OSF/SVR strategy is 

numerically validated in presence of noisy test set and compared with standard GRID/SVR approach 

on noiseless test set. On the other hand, SVR shows the ability to deal with noisy test set if suitable 
training set is provided. Moreover, quasi real time inversion has been obtained for testing M=1000 test 

samples for 0.08s during offline phase on a standard laptop. 
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